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CUMBERLAND TOOLS
QUALITY PRODUCTS, COMMON SENSE
Cumberland Products strive to make every field engineers' work a little easier
and is based on one simple concept common sense.
Cumberland Products is a manufacturer of specialty custom products for
the utility industry. They offer a variety
of tools, fabricated steel products, and
plastic molded parts to help improve efficiency and make those tough-to-get-to
jobs easier.
As you look through their products, you
will see a true customization to the work.
That’s because many of their products
are a direct result of fulfilling requests
from utilities across the country. These
tools are ergonomically designed, economically produced and built to make
the job easier for the utility workers.
Cumberland Products have many applications and can be utilized in the Util-

ity, Municipal, and HDD markets. These
tools also pair well with other Tecvalco
products, making them a valuable asset
to the Tecvalco product line.
For example, Cumberlands' EZ
T-Probe can act as a poker to find buried
curb boxes while working with the FML-3
when doing curb box locating.
The Tubing Multi Clamp and Mainline
Scrapers can both be used during the
electrofusion process. The clamp can
be configured in 16 different ways to
secure PE pipe, while the Scrapers can
prep the pipe for electrofusion saddle
applications.
Tecvalco Ltd. prides itself on choosing
product lines that are ecofriendly, ergonomically designed, and economically
produced. Cumberland Products is a
vital line to the Tecvalco catalog that we
are proud to distribute.

CUMBERLAND TOOLS TECVALCO OFFERS
Gas Tornado
Ground Rod
Jack Plunger
Meter Nut Wrench
Pipe Wrench Assist
Pulling Plug / Pulling Head / Weak Link
/ Mud Plug
Electrofusion Products
Plastic Products
Purge / Test Fitting
Regulator Tester
Regulator Tool
T-Probe
Valve Cover Lifter
Valve Key Wrench
WE STRIVE TO MAKE EVERY FIELD ENGINEERS'
WORK JUST A LITTLE EASIER!

www.tecvalco.com | 1.866.317.0131

THE GREENER SIDE OF
HEATING NATURAL GAS
CWT Natural Gas Dry Line Heaters lead
the pack in environmental responsibility
and economic viability. Tecvalco Ltd. and
the CWT heaters have a solid history of
engineering and design behind them. Utilizing a unique Heat Driven Loop (HDL)
technology, these heaters show major
improvements over the traditional glycol-bath heaters, especially in improved
safety, thermal efficiency, and a
reduced impact on the environment.
These heaters drastically reduce the
amount of glycol used, and replace the
highly-problematic firetube with a much
more efficient system of heat transfer. The

reduction in glycol means eliminating a
large cost associated with the fluid and
containment, as well as being another
way that the CWT heater is more environmentally responsible. Also, removing the
glycol bath allows the CWT heater to be
more responsive to the inlet conditions of
the natural gas, this, combined with the
fact that the heater is only burning ounces
of fuel gas, means a major reduction in
how much gas the unit uses. Some field
units have seen as much as 70 per cent
reduction, but the standard falls more
around 50 per cent.
The CWT heater operates under a vac-

uum, with the air being removed from
both the evaporator and the condenser
parts of the heater. This allows the water
to boil at a much lower temperature, resulting in a more effective heat transfer,
and therefore less fuel gas required for
heating. As a nice side affect, the vacuum
also means there is no corrosion inside
the unit. This significant reduction in fuel
gas consumption translates to a reduction
in greenhouse gas emissions. Tecvalco
is proud to produce and distribute a unit
that is safe, efficient, easy-to-use, and
eco-friendly.

ECOFRIENDLY

Reduced Fuel
Consumption of
up to 70%
(Typically 50%)

Reduced
Greenhouse
Gas Emissions
of 50%

Reduced
Heat Loss

Reduced Physical
Footprint
(Compared to
Traditional Units)

EASYTO-USE

COSTEFFECTIVE

www.tecvalco.com | 1.866.317.0131

AGMSC – Moon Township, PA

ON THE ROAD

TRADE SHOW
ROUND UP

July was a quieter month on the trade show circuit. Jim and
Jason travelled to Pennsylvania for the Appalacian Gas
Measurement Short Course. There they showcased our CWT
technology!

With over 50 years of experience in thermoplastic extrusion,
Versaprofiles offers innovative products to make your job easier and lighten your workload. With pipe and tubing for maple
sap, geothermal, water, and natural gas distribution applications in addition to specializing into custom made profiles. With
collective expertise in various sectors and versatile equipment,
Versaprofiles can bring your projects to higher levels.
The resin used for Versapipe 4710 Gas and Versapipe 2708
BM Gas products lead to pipes featuring exceptionally high
long-term hydrostatic strength, along with outstanding resistance to slow crack growth and to rapid crack propagation.
This results in a very tough product, permitting a longer installation season, a higher product life, and a lower lifetime cost.
The strict safety rules of the natural gas industry are top
priority at Versaprofiles. By using tools at the cutting edge of
technology to perform real-time control of our pipe sizes, we
guarantee maximum quality at all times.

PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE

This time of year all of the children are excited to be on Summer vacation, all of us are rushing around trying to make
sure we can juggle the family, the nice weather, and all of
the extra fun that this time of year brings us. My message
this month to all of you is to take your time, be careful, drive
safely, and keep in mind that the little ones in our world both
two- and four-legged are more distracted than ever.
Be safe, love and peace to you, your families, and your pets!

www.tecvalco.com | 1.866.317.0131

Tecvalco is offering a specal discount for the duration of July and
August on HDD Carbide Rebuild Teeth!

Take advantage of this deal while it lasts! Contact Laura Clyne for
more details and to order your Carbide Rebuild Teeth.
Laura Clyne | Regional Sales Manager | 905-353-6989 | lclyne@tecvalco.com

